(Print Patient Name)

D.O.B: ___________

Financial Consent
I hereby authorize said assignee to release all information necessary to secure
payment.

I certify that the information given by me for payment by my insurance plan(s) is correct.
I authorize any holder of medical or other information about me to release to the above
plan or its intermediaries or carriers any information needed for this or any related
insurance claim. I request that the payments of authorized benefits be made to Ear,
Nose & Throat Associates of South Florida on my behalf. I assign the benefits payable
for medical services to the physician or organization furnishing the services and
authorize such physician/organization to submit a claim to the above insurance on my
behalf.
I understand that I am financially responsible for all charges whether or not paid by my
insurance, including any deductibles, co-pays, and co-insurance, and that payments are
due at the time services rendered.
I understand and agree that in the event that I fail to make payment for services
rendered to me, my name and account may be turned over to an attorney and/or a 3 rd
party collection agency and I agree to pay the additional collection fee of 30% of the
outstanding amount owed, including any court cost, and/or reasonable attorney fees
that may be incurred in the collection of any outstanding balance.
Privacy Consent
I have been provided a copy or access to a copy of the Practice’s Notice of
Privacy Practices.
Consent for Treatment
I hereby voluntarily consent to outpatient care at ENT Associates of South Florida, PA.,
encompassing routine diagnostic procedures, examination, and medical treatment
including, but not limited to, routine laboratory work (such as blood, urine and other
studies), endoscopes, CT’s, audiology testing, allergy testing and treatment, and
administration of medications prescribed by the physician. I understand that the above
diagnostic procedures and testing are separate from my office visit and may be subject
to deductible and co-insurance.
I further consent to the performance of those diagnostic procedures, examinations and
rendering of medical treatment by the physicians and their mid-level providers, including
audiologist, medical assistants, or their designees as is necessary in the physician’
judgment.
Message Consent
It is our policy to verbally notify you, the patient, of all test results ordered by your care
provider and to confirm scheduled appointments. By indicating a response below, you
are authorizing our staff to leave a detailed message on your voicemail and/or
answering machine. Please check response: □ Yes □ No
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(Print Patient Name)

D.O.B: ___________
__________________

Patient Initials

PBM Consent
By signing this consent form I am authorizing Ear, Nose and Throat Associates of South
Florida to request and use my prescription medication history from other health care
providers and/or third party pharmacy payors for treatment purposes.
Pharmacy Benefits Managers (PBM) are third party administrators, prescriptions
programs, whose primary responsibility is processing and paying prescription drug
claims. They also develop and maintain formularies which are lists of dispensable drugs
covered by a particular benefit plan.
Appointment Reminders
Ear, Nose and Throat Associates of South Florida uses a third party appointment
reminder system, to notify patients of their upcoming appointment via email, text
message and phone.
Consent Forms Acknowledgement
I, the patient, hereby have read and understand the following:
 Financial Consent
 PBM Consent
 Privacy Consent
 Message Consent
 Consent for Treatment
Furthermore, I acknowledge I have been given the opportunity to ask questions
regarding these Consents.
Patient/ Guardian Signature:___________________________ Date:_____________
Medicare Consent (applies to Medicare beneficiaries ONLY)

I certify that the information given by me in applying for payment under Title SVIII and/or
Title XIX, of the Social Security Act, is correct. I authorize any holder of medical or
other information about me to release to the social Security Administration or its
intermediary carriers, any information needed for this or a related Medicare or Medicaid
claim. I request that payment of authorized benefits be made on my behalf. I assign
the benefits payable for physician/audiology services. I understand that I am
responsible for my health insurance deductibles and co-insurance.
Patient/ Guardian Signature:___________________________ Date:_____________
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